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FIS World Cup Nordic Combined in Ruhpolding (GER) on December 30th, 2006  

  

Manninen wins, Haseney 2nd, Ackermann 3rd    
 

Hannu Manninen (FIN) could gain his first victory of the season in the Individual Gundersen competition in Ruhpolding. The competition was also the first one of the Warsteiner Grand Prix Germany, which would normally have been held in Oberhof. However, due to lack of snow and warm temperatures, it had to be cancelled there and be rescheduled in Ruhpolding. The Fin won in front of Sebastian Haseney (+1.2s) and Ronny Ackermann (+2.7s), both from Germany.  

 

Leading after the jumping, Anssi Koivuranta (FIN; 124m, 127m; +1:40.3 min) could not hold on to his lead and finished tenth. Manninen placed 24th (115m, 117m) after the jumping, Haseney 16th  (119m, 116m) and Ackermann 15th (116m, 121m)   

 

Christoph Bieler (AUT) is now leading the overall World Cup again with 356 points in front of Magnus Moan (351 points) and Hannu Manninen (335 points).  

Finland is leading the Nations Cup with 823 points in front of Austria (795 points) and Germany (757 points). 

 

With his victory today, Manninen (100 points) is now leading the overall standing of the Warsteiner Grand Prix Germany in front of Sebastian Haseney (GER; 80 points) and Ronny Ackermann (GER; 60 points). 

 

Anssi Koivuranta (FIN) could win the Warsteiner Young Talent Award with his 10th place. He was the best young Nordic combined born 1985 or later.  

 

Number of participants/ participating nations:   49/11 

Spectators:     4000 

Number of Media/TV on site and HBC:  3, HBC: ARD 

Weather:   Sunshine,  1°C (Cross Country & Ski Jumping) 

Snow Conditions:  compact 

Special Remarks: competition overtaken from Oberhof  

 

Pictures: 
Please note that high quality action and podium pictures from today’s competitions are available for purchase through the Internet portal offered by Nordic Focus, FIS Partner for photos from the Nordic Disciplines, at www.menzipics.ch/info/indexfisevents.html 
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Quotes: 

Hannu Manninen (FIN): “I a m just so happy! Finally I could win a competition this season. The cross country part was very hard; I had to work the whole time. But when I caught the leaders, I knew that I could gain a podium place today. Luckily I had enough power left to race to the top spot! This victory is really a relief for me! I now hope that the knot is cut and I will continue like this also in the new year!” 

Sebastian Haseney (GER): “I am happy that I could show such a good competition again. It was a really hectic and emotional last week for me and this is the best possible ending of it for me. I am quite satisfied with my jumps and also with my cross country race. It was very close in the end, but Hannu was unfortunately for me a tiny bit stronger. It was a good ending of the year and I am now looking forward to the next competitions.” 

Ronny Ackermann (GER): “It was a really hard fight again today and I am happy with my third place. My first jump was alright, but I can show more. The second one then was already better, but still I can do better. The race was tough, because there was almost no time to relax; you always had to work. In the end, Hannu showed his strength once again and could win the competition. I am happy that I could win my fotofinish against Bill Demong. The competition was a good ending of the year, I now hope that I can at least continue like this also in the next competitions in the new year.”  

 

For complete results please visit www.fis-ski.com   

Contact for further information: 
 
Christina Fritz 
PR and Media Coordinator FIS World Cup Nordic Combined 
Mobile: + 49-179-2156756 
E-Mail: fritz@fisski.ch, nkpresse@gmx.net  
 


